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AMERICA BOASTS HEROES but enshrines few.

/—\ Rather than individuals, Americans tend to memori-

JL A. alize groups by symbolic columns—the minutemen,

the Civil War veteran in so many town squares, the fireman

with fragmented hose, sometimes a guardian of law and order,

here and there a sailor. Soldiers, usually generals, do win a large

share ofmarbled memory; some politicians, too, especially those

who did large things in their time, and most particularly presi-

dents that shaped the nation and perhaps the world. Our Amer-

ican pantheon is most heavily represented in Washington, in the

great monuments to those that our collective memory ranks

larger than most. And although statues abound in the Capital,

the whole number is not large. There are, however, important

gradations of size to mark those we most respect. Washington

himself, Jefferson, Lincoln, each have grand galleries to guard

repute.

Stand in the Lincoln Memorial and feel its portents. The

great figure sits before you, eyes brooding outward, body re-

laxed, big hands resting, and the etched words of gratitude look

altogether fitting: “In this temple as in the hearts of the people

for whom he saved the Union, the memory ofAbraham Lincoln

is enshrined forever.” And yet, as you watch that great stone

face, smoothed and made handsome by art, things seem greatly

wrong. Lincoln’s memory cannot be congealed, isolated, con-

veniently stored in this colossal place? Surely only the Lincoln

legend is captured here? Lincoln the quintessential president,

perhaps even the quintessential American, is memorialized in



our daily lives. His progress from obscurity to indispensibility

reflects in large ways, I think, the progress ofAmerica’s self-image.

Early on, Lincoln’s repute hardly measured the nation’s image

of itself. In those days when he struggled to make a living at the

law, those tough days in Springfield when he worked at making

a practice, Lincoln commanded small fees and scant attention;

yet he did make enough of a mark to win a seat in the Illinois

legislature at age twenty-five. Soon a leader ofthe state’s Whigs,

he showed himself a hard campaigner and eager candidate for

political advances. He came a long way, fast, and by the hardest

effort. He taught himself law—he did not do the traditional

thing of reading law in some luminary’s office. He really had to

teach himself reading, writing, and ’rithmetic, but stories of the

heroic fire-side sessions with Blackstone and Euclid came later

and suitably enlarged. This he did: he read Shakespeare, Byron,

Oliver Wendell Holmes, mulled the great speeches of his era for

tricks of timing, delivery and emphasis, and developed a deep

love for language. Reading and interest helped him build a

strong style of his own which served him well in various briefs

and speeches. Speeches he made with gusto in that high, thin

voice—but, ifyou looked, you’d notice that he read most ofthem.

Spontaneous delivery came uneasily to him; the crafted oration

became his hallmark.

By the 1850’s, impressions to the contrary in error, Lincoln

ranked as a prominent, highly successful attorney and important

political figure. He wasn’t yet nationally famous, but could boast

being a comer. Still, he hadn’t risen quite enough for enlarge-

ment. Consider his looks.

Politicos of his era often suffered from a cunning craft well-

planted in the public heart—political cartooning. Few subjects

looked so vulnerable as Lincoln to the critic’s sketch. Tall he

stood, with most of the height in his legs, and his thin chest and

neck, round shoulders, big ears, long nose, wide mouth achieved



a nearly comical disporportion. He just naturally looked awk-

ward. Cartoonists had almost no challenge in cutting Lincoln

apart—the parts didn’t fit anyway! But the cartoons and per-

sonal invective were common to political campaigns in the 1 820’s,

30’s, 40’s and 50’s. None of it comforted a man who cherished

some doubts of his origins, some shame for his humble begin-

ning. But with a westerner’s wit, he strove to turn looks and

attacks to advantage. “It teaches you, to be an ugly child,” he

once observed, and the lessons were in patience and humor.

Humor could be a powerful argumentative weapon; when oppo-

nents attacked, Lincoln often retorted with searing irony. Stephen

A. Douglas, a frequent sufferer, lamented that “every one of his

stories seems like a whack upon my back.”

Lincoln needed humor. Emotional, moody, often violently

depressed, he used jokes to “whistle down sadness.” “I laugh

because I must not weep—that’s all, that’s all,” he confessed,

and offered this shrewd diagnosis of himself: “I tell you the truth

when I say that a funny story, if it has the element of genuine

wit, has the same effect on me that I suppose a good square

drink of whiskey has on an old toper; it puts new life into me.”

In his earlier career, his jokes often rang loud in the courtroom,

in his office, with friends; but sometimes even friends felt that

Lincoln’s humor tracked his country origins.

Sophistication came along with prominence—and not entirely

because of it. Lincoln’s emergence as a national figure stems

really from the famous campaign against Douglas in 1858. That

campaign has various significances in Lincoln’s career. Up to

the senatorial race of 1858 he had evaded a firm stand on slavery.

By mid- 1 858, Lincoln had come to a fairly radical stance on the

burning issue of the day, and put it into one of his most famous

public declamations, one in which he asserted that
“ 4A house

divided against itself cannot stand.’ ” From that startling asser-

tion, he moved on with the radical pronouncement that “I be-



lieve this government cannot endure, permanently halfslave and

halffree. I do not expect the Union to be dissolved—I do not

expect the house to fall—but I do expect it will cease to be

divided.” Obviously pondering this matter for considerable time,

politician Lincoln felt strong enough to buck local prejudices

and carve a position perhaps not popular in Illinois but of po-

tential national strength. The Union, he felt, must “become all

one thing, or all the other. Either the opponents of slavery, will

arrest the further spread of it, and place it where the public

mind shall rest in the belief that it is in course of ultimate ex-

tinction; or its advocates will push it forward till it shall become

alike lawful in all the States, old as well as new
,
North as well as

South.”

When Lincoln and Douglas fought the race of 1 858, the law-

yer from Sangamon County carried the burden of his views and

Douglas struggled under the weight of the doctrine of popular

sovereignty. Douglas was the favorite but the race was open.

Hard and tough and mean, it ran with both candidates scoring

offofeach other. Douglas’ short frame, heavy voice and bantam

stance contrasted against Lincoln’s stick-like body, high voice

and tethered excitement.

Drama and pathos, oratory and wit, scheme and sarcasm—all

marked the debates. Ofimportance here is Lincoln and his image

through the encounters. He lost the race but the loss must be

seen against Lincoln’s language of idealism.

He had come to the Republican camp in 1856 and his views

on slavery slowly congealed as he fitted into his new party.

Kansas-Nebraska and the Dred Scott Decision convinced him

that a great conspiracy threatened freedom everywhere. A ram-

pant slavocracy would undo the work of the framers of govern-

ment and move slavery from a road toward extinction to a high

road of triumph. Indignation spilled over in the debates, and

Lincoln branded slavery “A vast moral evil” at hopeless odds



with democratic ideals. “Let us then turn this government back

into the channel in which the framers of the Constitution origi-

nally placed it,” he urged in Chicago. “Let us discard all this

quibbling about this man and the other man—this race and that

race and the other race being inferior—and unite as one people

throughout this land, until we shall once more stand up declar-

ing that all men are created equal.” As he fought Douglas 5

race-

baiting, as he honed his hatred of bondage, Lincoln caught a

dim vision of America that he struggled to portray. He lacked

the language as yet to fix that image for the world, but some

fore-echoes could be heard. At Alton, in the last debate, Lincoln

put his views this way: “the real issue ... is the sentiment on the

part of one class that looks upon the institution of slavery as a

wrong, and of another class that does not look upon it as a

wrong.” How could any system be right that denied a man “the

bread that his own hands have earned
55 and damned him to

“stripes, and unrewarded toil”?

Later he would return to the theme—in February i860: “If

slavery is right, all words, acts, laws, and constitutions against

it, are themselves wrong, and should be silenced and swept away.

If it is right, we cannot justly object to its nationality—its uni-

versality; if it is wrong, they cannot justly insist upon its exten-

sion . . . their thinking it right and our thinking it wrong is the

precise fact upon which depends the whole controversy.” By the

end of the Civil War, the vision seemed clear: “IfGod wills that

it [war] continue until all the wealth piled by the bondsman’s

two hundred and fifty years ofunrequited toil shall be sunk, and

until every drop of blood drawn with the lash shall be paid for

with another drawn by the sword, as was said three thousand

years ago, so still it must be said, ‘thejudgments of the Lord are

true and righteous altogether.
5 ”

Lincoln ran for President of the United States on the Repub-

lican ticket in i860—and won. Awesome clouds of trouble dark-



ened the national scene and he strove for language temperate

and soothing, language to calm his Northern supporters about

the spread ofslavery as well as Southerners about abolition. But

he did not control the crises—James Buchanan would be presi-

dent until March 1861 and his indecisive hands rested the Union.

Secession, Buchanan believed illegal; at the same time he be-

lieved he had no power to prevent secession. So he did nothing

—and disunion ran a fast course with the new year.

For his part Lincoln had no doubts about his powers and

duties. “No government . . . ever had a provision in its organic

law for its own termination” he thought, and in the weeks before

inauguration he groped toward a policy. He groped, too, toward

his first priorities. What did a president do, faced with the end-

ing of the country? As he listened to friends about sentiments

and opinions, he could feel uncertainty everywhere. Was seces-

sion real? Would it stick? Were southerners merely threatening?

Would Union sentiment revive and finally prevail? William Sew-

ard, that canny politico who consented to join the new cabinet,

had high hopes for a swelling Union heartbeat which would

swamp secession everywhere. Lincoln wanted to agree, finally

did. A good example, he thought, was Texas, where tough old

Sam Houston beat Union tom-toms fervently and cautioned his

fellow Texans against the dangers of the new confederacy. Faith

in Union counter-pressure tempered much of Lincoln’s rhetoric

before and during his inauguration.

When the tall man in a new black suit and boots stood in the

sunlight, put on his glasses and unrolled his manuscript, the

large inaugural crowd stood anxious and concerned. What would

this little known westerner propose about the country? Stories

drifted ahead of him: a rail-splitter progressed to lawyer; good

stump-speaker; the man who lost an election to the “Little

Giant” but beat him on the hustings; a great yarn spinner; a

trimmer, some said, who had no policy and would do nothing.



After all, he had no experience in politics to match the disaster

just ahead.

Those who had seen the campaign portraits, usually woodcuts

from scarce photographs, expected the homely man they saw

standing on the platform in a totality of caricature beyond most

mortal men. They expected the looks but not what they heard.

The caricature shifted and a bumpkin image broke as the thin

voice with its prairie accent assessed the nature of the Union.

He would not, he said, have any intent to interfere with slav-

ery where it existed, would not object to the proposed constitu-

tional amendment protecting slavery against federal interfer-

ence, even offered tacit support for enforcing the fugitive slave

law. Further, he assured southerners he would be lenient in

tending tokens of government—rather than reclaiming federal

property, he would “hold, occupy, and possess” what remained;

nor would he put “obnoxious strangers” in the south to enforce

federal laws. With these soothing words said, he denied that the

south had real grievances—differences centered around inter-

pretations of the Constitution and those differences could be

settled by the next election. As for the Union, it was “perpet-

ual.” “The central idea of secession,” he said, “is the essence of

anarchy.”

Legality aside, he argued, the states could not physically sep-

arate—trade and political relations would continue. Would

secession make any of this easier? Take time, he urged, let pas-

sions cool. “If the Almighty Ruler of nations, with his eternal

truth and justice, be on your side ofthe North, or on yours ofthe

South, that truth and that justice, will surely prevail by the

judgment of this great tribunal of the American people.”

Iftrouble came, responsibility would be clear. “Inyour hands,

my dissatisfied fellow countrymen, and not in mine
,

is the mo-

mentous issue of civil war. The government will not assail you.

You can have no conflict, without being yourselves the agressors.



You have no oath registered in Heaven to destroy the govern-

ment, while / shall have the most solemn one to ‘preserve, pro-

tect and defend’ it.”

A final plea for caution came in a graceful peroration.
t£
I am

loath to close. We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be

enemies. Though passion may have strained, it must not break

our bonds of affection. The mystic chords ofmemory, stretching

from every battlefield and patriot grave, to every living heart

and hearthstone, all over this broad land, will yet swell the

chorus of the Union, when again touched, as surely they will

be, by the better angels of our nature.”

Reaction to the address ran according to prejudice. Radicals,

northern and southern, found it either too weak or too strong.

Some moderates in the border states were pleased; even fiery

Jubal Early of Virginia, thought it helpful. And for a time the

border stuck by the Union.

Lincoln’s inaugural address did a great deal more than meet

the ear or eye. It showed how far he had come in setting priori-

ties and in learning how to start. In this one speech Lincoln took

a stand for perpetual union, focused on slavery as the evil in

dispute, and fixed any war guilt squarely on southern shoulders

—no small achievement for a presidential neophyte.

Not even the issue ofthe first shot at Fort Sumter—did Lincoln

maneuver the south into the opening gun?—could shift the bur-

den of disunion. But war did push the border into the Confed-

eracy and piled trouble higher for Lincoln. From a crest of

approval after the inauguration, his popularity slid along with

Union fortunes of war. After First Bull Run and through the

long, terrible months of George Brinton McClellan’s ill-fated

campaign to take Richmond, the disaster of Second Bull Run
and the rebel invasion of Maryland in September 1862, Lin-

coln’s repute dwindled. Cabinet confidence waned; criticism

roiled in the press. Even Horace Greeley clamored for action!







Southern papers and broadsides lampooned “the Illinois ape.”

The former flood of increasingly handsome election and inau-

gural portraits—success did smooth blemishes—thinned as the

“perpetual Union” eroded.

Democracies levy heavily on their leaders, especially in crisis

times. Whatever goes wrong is the fault of the leader; whatever

goes right is the people’s collective achievement. As a war presi-

dent, Lincoln, likeJefferson Davis—that “other feller”—should-

ered the course of the war. They had, these two, interestingly

similar problems ofmorale building. Davis had to build a nation

while fashioning a cause. Lincoln, despite his hopes, faced a

broken country requiring repair. In one sense Lincoln had an

easier task—he had no need to create a cause. The Union stood

a great rallying cry for Federal hordes in blue. And so it proved

through the first year, through that wearing, testing time that

took lives unrequited and raised up a stronger foe.

While war raged, Lincoln wrestled with the conflict’s basic

issue—slavery. He had no right, he thought, to attack it where

protected by the Constitution. He did have an obligation, in his

heart as well as mind, to hew hard by the founders in their old

aim of putting slavery on the road to extinction—a condition

threatened by the slavocrat’s aggression. He thought of offering

compensated emancipation to slave states loyal to the Union,

kept pushing an old hope for colonization to Latin America, and

watched his cause battered on the battlefield. As he watched he

realized the Union no longer rang a clarion call of challenge for

the north. He recognized, too, that war works its own necessities.

History offered almost no precedent for the war that raged in

1862. Sprawling across vast areas, consuming men and treasure

beyond belief, this war careened on past hopes and aims toward

some horrid goal of killing. As that became clear to the people,

they were wondering about why. After the threadbare success

of McClellan at Antietam in September, Lincoln issued his pre-
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liminary Emancipation Proclamation and so gave the north and

the world a new cause for sacrifice—freedom.

As he changed the nature of the conflict, so he changed him-

self. From weakling and bumbler who fumbled for generals he

stood now as the great emancipator. No matter that his procla-

mation left open the road to restoring slavery everywhere

—

nothing would change if rebellious states returned to the fold

beforeJanuary 1863—the breaking ofthe chains rang round the

globe. War worked possibilities unguessed before and Lincoln

took them as they came. Flexible ever in pursuit of his goal of

Union, he seized the circumstance to make slaves “thencefor-

ward and forever free.” By doing that he freed himselffrom the

past and its entanglements. On a new road of freedom a new

war could run. As it ran he came more clearly to the vision of

America.

All of the struggles for the ideal, for phrase worthy of it, for

the beauty all might believe, coalesced at Gettysburg when he

spoke of a new nation “conceived in liberty, and dedicated to

the proposition that all men are created equal.” Civil war tested

“whether . . . any nation so conceived and so dedicated can

long endure,” and it was for the survivors to keep faith, to “re-

solve . . . that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of

freedom; and that government of the people, by the people, for

the people, shall not perish from the earth.”

Legend has it that Edward Everett, the official orator of that

day, may have been the only one to appreciate the Gettysburg

Address, that he thought the world would long note what Lin-

coln said there. No matter, that short epic remains among Amer-

ican literary gems, has been memorized by uncounted school-

children and is offered as evocation of the American dream. Is

it? What, precisely, did Lincoln achieve in those few lines?

First he linked liberty and equality as the ideals of the found-

ing fathers. Next he assumed the revolutionary nature ofAmerica

[ 12 ]



in saying that the Civil War tested whether a nation devoted to

liberty and equality could survive. Then he spoke in periclean

terms of those “honored dead” whose “unfinished work” chal-

lenged an “increased devotion to that cause for which they gave

the last full measure of devotion,” challenged determination

that “these dead shall not have died in vain.”

There are, I think, two dubious assumptions sustaining the

address—first, that liberty and equality were fully accepted by

the founding fathers; second, that those Union dead at Gettys-

burg all supported the cause transformed by Lincoln into a

crusade for a democracy that enforced freedom.

Carping aside, the address fitted the time and place, ennobled

the Union cause and enhanced Lincoln’s burgeoning image. It

was a logical extension of his own belief that war had reshaped

America and that the war generation, as he said in his second

inaugural, “could not escape history.” The world looked on the

administration and the congress in expectation of success. “We
know how to save the Union,” and he explained how: “in giving

freedom to the slave, we assure freedom to the free. ...” The

iron sight of time would not waver; “the fiery trial through

which we pass will light us down in honor or dishonor to the

latest generation,” and results would measure men. “We shall

nobly save or meanly lose the last, best hope of earth,” he cau-

tioned, in a phrase that judged two causes.

When war turned hard; when mercy faded against hate; when
killing raged beyond restraint, Lincoln remained patient and

hopeful ofcharity. He talked ofreconstruction in generous words,

would not speak vindictively and worried radical republicans

with hints at easy peace. And when, at last, Lee’s skeletons sur-

rendered and the Confederacy collapsed, Grant and Sherman

apparently were told to go lightly on the losers. So it was when

John Wilkes Booth killed Lincoln in Ford’s Theater, shattered

southerners felt an almost mortal blow; their best friend was

[ 13 ]



gone. The north, first stunned, turned to vengence against con-

spirators, and then to the process of apotheosis.

Lincoln’s deification had begun already, ofcourse, with eman-

cipation and certainly with victory. A state funeral and a black

train that travelled long reaches of a saddened land continued

canonization as a nation’s mourning became a kind of lightning

rod for hate, a catharsis that turned a people to the future. More

than a million and a half Americans looked on Lincoln as his

funeral train took him back to Springfield. Millions more wept

over the quickly printed broadsides picturing his death, most

showing a purified face in gothic flights offancy. Only the small,

unquickened clay went to ground at Oak Ridge Cemetery; the

good was not buried with the bones.

Legends serve special needs. The Lincoln legend served first

to assuage, then to justify, next to legitimize, finally to ennoble.

It did more, of course: it was called on to bless all kinds of

causes as Lincoln’s fame grew past his age and place to become

a lasting symbol of democracy. As it spread, the legend took on

mystical overtones harking back to the martyred president him-

self—his miraculous dreams were recalled, his “summer light-

ening smile,” his preternatural calm, his relentless goodness, the

biblical phrasing that enlarged his words for the ages. This all

meant that Lincoln’s powers grew to match the need of his

country and the world. As his powers enlarged, so his image as

photographers retouched old prints to link Washington and

Lincoln. “Father and Savior ofour Country” became a common

theme. Apotheosis continued.

Hear Walt Whitman:

O Captain! My Captain!

O Captain! My Captain! Our fearful trip is done,

The ship has weather’d every rack, the Prize we sought is won,

The port is near, The bells I hear, The people all exulting,

[ 14 ]



While follow eyes the steady keel, The vessel grim and daring;

But O heart! Heart! Heart!

O the bleeding drops of red,

Where on the deck my captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

O Captain! My Captain! Rise up and hear the bells;

Rise up—for you the flag is flung-—for you the bugle trills,

For you bouquets and ribbon’d wreaths—for you the shores

a-crowding,

For you they call, the swaying mass, their eager faces turning;

Here Captain! Dear Father!

The arm beneath your head!

It is some dream that on the deck,

You’ve fallen cold and dead.

My captain does not answer, his lips are pale and still,

My father does not feel my arm, he has no pulse nor will,

The ship is anchor’d safe and sound, its voyage closed and done,

From fearful trip the victor ship comes in with object won:

Exult O shores, and ring O bells!

But I with mournful tread,

Walk the deck my captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

Not only in the north, but also the south, and far beyond

foreign seas, Lincoln’s loom increased until he stood almost uni-

versally accepted as America’s ideologist. The democratic urge

impelled by his words spread to foreign schools and books; his

vision sustained alien freedoms; opposing political parties often

hid beneath his national rhetoric; he became a necessity.

Legend grew largely unchecked until the 1950’s and 6o’s. A
few detractors sniped through the years, but what one scholar

labels the “anti-Lincoln tradition” never snared many followers

until a new American revolution shook the country and the

[ 15 ]



people he fought to favor. With the black power movement

came the first general assault on his divinity. In his book Lookout

Whitey! Black Power's Gotl Get Tour Mama! (1968) Julius Lester

pointed to a different Lincoln view when he said, “Blacks have

no reason to feel grateful to Abraham Lincoln. Rather, they

should be angry with him.” In a marvelous mixing of images,

Lerone Bennett, Jr., blasted Lincoln in a sensational 1968 Ebony

article. Bennett’s Lincoln resembled some of the rebel visions

with a twist—now Lincoln is the race-baiter; the teller of dialect

jokes; a man not opposed to slavery, only to its extension; his

sole concern is the protection of the whites. War slightly shifted

Lincoln’s ideas, but he remains for Bennett “the very essence of

the white supremacist with good intentions.” The Emancipation

Proclamation has “all the grandeur of a real estate deed.” Al-

ways pushing colonization, Lincoln could hardly be for assimi-

lation. “In the final analysis,” says Bennett, “Lincoln must be

seen as the embodiment, not the transcendence, ofthe American

tradition, which is, as we all know, a racist tradition.” In his

inability to rise above that tradition, Lincoln, often called “the

noblest of all Americans,” holds up a flawed mirror to the

American soul.

This theme is extended and given academic trappings by

Vincent Harding, a black historian, veteran of Martin Luther

King’s marches, who published a new interpretation of Lincoln

as villain in There is a River (1982). In this book, Harding sees

the coming of the war as judgment day, the fighting as echoes

of God’s voice calling toward the promised land. Streams of

blacks surged to join the Union armies, but Lincoln, a dream

killer, opens no ranks to them for two years, cares only for the

white man’s Union, and misses the point that blacks are freeing

themselves. Then, to cap ironies, Lincoln steals the blacks’ glory

and issues his “ambiguous proclamation.” Harding brands the

proclamation as one of black history’s worst documents for it

[ 16 ]



focused black attention on a false deity. “While the historical

realities of the time testified to the costly, daring, courageous

activities ofhundreds ofthousands ofblack people breaking loose

from slavery and setting themselves free, the myth gave the credit

for this freedom to a white Republican president” who never

glimpsed the revolution. According to Harding’s new myth,

blacks triumphed in spite of a racist Lincoln. Sadly enough,

Harding believes the racist is the real Lincoln—and his new

myth pushes the point for all blacks.

So comes the old question: Do not all deities shrink with time?

Not all, just some. The new black myth, which serves the useful

purpose of tying the present to the slave past, also serves as a

Lincoln myth corrective. It forces a refreshed look to see how

well it wears, to assess where Lincoln sits in a world pantheon,

to take a reading on the America he seems so surely to evoke.

Myth, according to the Oxford English Dictionary
,
is “a purely

fictitious narrative usually involving supernatural persons, ac-

tions, or events, and embodying some popular idea concerning

natural or historical phenomena.” This definition fits the Lin-

coln myth tightly. And myths wax and wane according to times

and needs. Lincoln’s repute remains high—save with militant

American blacks—almost always; it waxes in moments of na-

tional stress. Wartime presidents since have all looked back to

that looming figure for solace and devotion.

One measure of a myth’s proportions, I submit, is its persis-

tence: on that measure the Lincoln myth rises above most Amer-

ican legends; it not only persists, it grows. Another measure is

the competition. Who would compete? Certainly only Wash-

ington and Jefferson—each buttressed with some legend of their

own—and they are clearly overmatched by honest Abe. Later

possibilities are other wartime leaders—Wilson, FDR, Truman,

John Kennedy—good men, all, who call for Lincoln’s help from

their own valleys of despond. Even among critics, the legend
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has compulsion. Angry blacks must deal with Lincoln, with that

distorted image that clutters their past. Dealing with the legend

may compel emotion; it also compels reason, for Lincoln’s

thought comes from logic as well as the heart.

Beyond America, Lincoln stands still the quintessential demo-

crat, the American the world believes. His message of freedom

won the hearts of Englishmen during the Civil War; that same

message carried hope to Hungary in her heroic struggle of the

1950’s; it carries hope to Poland, to every nook and people

burdened by malice. Lincoln’s legend is wearing well in foreign

parts.

How measures his America? His Union persists, firmer still

and larger. Is it still the best hope of freedom? With some scars

on the promise, yes. Blacks may disagree; but they should agree.

Blaming Lincoln in present terms for his failures hoists modern

blacks on the petard ofpresentism—the worst ofhistorical crimes.

And his achievements for blacks in the 1 9th century opened the

road for their protests of our time. Lincoln’s America is immea-

surably freer than when Booth did his terrible deed. America,

too, remains that revolutionary experiment in self-government

that Civil War—and world history—threatened. History still

threatens, but not without hope.

Ideals and decencies that Lincoln articulated remain among

us and, sometimes, flourish. His words and his conviction made

much of it happen. And for as long as government by the people

claims devotion, Lincoln will deserve a touch of hearts.

From that lofty marbled place he looks out serene. He looms

there, not congealed and sere, but a lasting presence of promise.
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